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LTO tape is the ideal back-up, archiving and delivery medium. 

Low-cost, high capacity, secure and fast, it is considered the gold standard throughout 
the broadcast, film and post production world. It is used for securing, storing and 
transporting the most valuable media files, video projects and completed productions.

Main Benefits
•  Up-to 6TB per tape with projects able to span multiple media
•  Perfect for creating off-site insurance copies
•  The de facto standard for inter-facility transport
•  300MB/s data rates for LTO-7 / 160MB/s data rates for LTO-6
•  Far safer than external drives
•  More cost-effective than nearline 
•  Faster & more versatile than cloud storage
•  Highly energy efficient
•  30 year shelf life - guaranteed

Unlike any other media, LTO tape is very well suited to the three core duties of:

•  Routine file and project backup / restore
•  Disaster recovery
•  Long-term media archiving

LTO in the Archive
Broadcasters and content owners have an 
ongoing need for a format which will protect 
their assets for decades. Spinning disks with 
their high energy requirement are extremely 
inefficient for holding rarely-accessed media. 
Nor are they designed to run for extended 
periods. LTO tape, on the other hand, is 
manufactured to deliver up-to 30 years of 
archival life.

Many LTO systems jeopardise the tape media by failing to write 
data at full speed. As a result, the tape is shuttled across the 
head, a scrubbing action which can weaken the media. 

Space networks have the speed to deliver data to the LTO 
device at very high speed – fast enough to write to four LTO-7 
or LTO-6 tapes simultaneously, using VAULT LTO. This eliminates 
scrubbing, extending the life of the tape.

LTO in the Edit Suite
A daily tape backup of editing jobs is a vital security measure: 
taking the tape off-site is a surer way of safeguarding the 
project. 

The LTFS format enables technicians to add data to tapes 
using their computer’s own file manager, while the VAULT LTO 
manager interface adds features, such as spanning files over 
multiple tapes, data verification and data restoration.

LTO on the Film Set
During a shoot, rushes captured to media cards and SSD disks 
are routinely off-loaded to dual LTO tapes and to editing 
storage. This gives producers the insurance copies they require. 

The simplicity of LTFS means technicians working under pressure 
can simply copy data to tape with a single click.

Why LTO

VAULT
MIDI VAULT
MINI VAULT

4K DUO

LTO for digital delivery
LTO is now the standard for transporting files:
•  From the production   studio or location to the 
    post facility 
•  From the post house to the distributor or broadcaster
•  To synchronize online storage at multiple facilities

MD5 verification for 
data transactions 

Automated data import 
and export

Comprehensive 
notification manager

Sophisticated file 
manager

Smart media replication 
tools
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The professional 
media management 
tools built into VAULT 
include: 



LTO-7 hardware support on Vault models.
Core OS archiving software enables Vault products to use the brand new high capacity, 
high performance LTO-7 tape format. Options for up to four LTO-7 tape drives allow Vault 
to deliver read/write speed of up to 1200MB/Sec. 40Gb Ethernet is also standard on Vault 
rack mount units to cater for all this new performance.

HyperWrite 2
The next generation of this unique GB Labs technology developed to dramatically 
improve writing times and make extremely large data archiving a painless process.
Industry leading data archiving is provided through the use of intelligent analysis of files 
and folders combined with our unique writing technology, especially when combined 
with our multi drive Vault platforms.
Spanning large tape sets is problematic for almost all LTO archiving systems; typical 
write times can be measured in tens of hours or even days. Vault can analyze and write 
hundreds of Terabytes of mixed files in a fraction of the time other systems can achieve.

Network LTFS
LTFS provides the convenience of open file exchange between systems and the ease of 
tapes being seen as removable media.
GB Labs adds to this by providing a unique way of accessing an LTFS tape through the 
network, allowing interaction with the tape as if it was a sharepoint.
User access can also be managed through Vault to ensure best performance and ease 
of use.

Tape Catalog
Vault stores all activity and extensive amounts of metadata within one master file that is 
kept on the unit. This file can be backed up easily to client or servers manually or through 
automatic scheduling.
The catalog can also be shared between multiple Vault units either on or off site so as to 
provide a single universal catalog.

API Integrations
Vault provides a comprehensive API for 3rd party integration allowing asset management 
systems to integrate and control powerful Vault hardware. Details and documentation 
can be provided on request. 

QLS Plug-in available for               users
The perfect match to the high performance open architecture of the GB Labs storage 
Eco-system, CatDV offers sophisticated management of assets with simplicity and easy 
customization. The new QLS plug-in enables seamless movement of assets from Online to 
deep archive, all managed within the CatDV interface.

 1Gb Ethernet
 10Gb Ethernet
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With LTFS, LTO tape mounts to a computer in the same way as a hard drive. Files can 
then simply be dropped onto or copied from the tape. Convenient and reliable, it has 
been adopted by broadcasters, film companies and post houses as the format of 
choice for data transport. LTFS is also an excellent daily back up format.

The mature and stable format used by broadcast and film technicians for long-term 
content archive. TAR is a cross-platform format which supports file spanning over 
multiple tapes.

FORMAT

FORMAT



Tier 3 Product Range

MIDI VAULT - LTO
Hybrid platform for HD content creation and 
secure archiving and backup to tape
• Total platform, combining online storage 
   with an integrated LTO-7 or LTO-6 drive and 
   powerful built-in software
• Features high speed, tier 1 workgroup 
   storage (up to 80TB)
• Transfers data to tape at up to 300MB/s
• 1Gb, 10Gb or 40Gb Ethernet connectivity

SPACE 4K DUO ONSET 
Extreme performance DIT platform for data ingest, grading, tape archiving 
and file transport
• Ingests files via twin SSD readers or optional USB3 / eSATA ports
• Combines super tier 1 SSD shared storage (3.8TB - 30TB) with dual LTO drives
• Offloads data to tape at up to 600MB/s
• 1Gb, 10Gb and 40Gb Ethernet connectivity
• 2 LTO-7 drives for a single load of 12TB

MINI VAULT - LTO
Portable central tape archiving system 
• Single deck LTO system with built-in software
• Transfers data from its integrated 12TB RAID array at up to 300MB/s
• 1Gb, 10Gb or 40Gb Ethernet connectivity
• Suitable for desktop use or on location

VAULT - LTO
Maximum speed, central archiving system ideal for larger workgroups and dedicated 
archives
• 4 LTO-7 drives for a single load of 24TB
• 4 LTO-6 drives for a single load of 9.6TB
• Capable of delivering up to 1200MB/s when writing data from Space storage
• 1Gb, 10Gb and 40Gb Ethernet connectivity
• Originally developed for BBC Archives

GB Labs VAULT range allows users to write to multiple tapes at up-to 1200MB/s and 
archive projects of any size. Our offline storage has unique HyperWrite 2 technology, 
which intelligently optimizes read/write algorithms prior to writing to tape. This ensures the 
LTO performs at full speed with any data type* and, without putting unnecessary wear on 
the tape, thus prolonging it’s life.

The range consists of the VAULT LTO, Midi VAULT LTO, Mini VAULT LTO and the 4K Duo. 
Choosing the right product to suit you will depend on which LTO format you are using and 
how big and how fast your system requirements are.

*Providing data is available to each LTO drive at 160/MB/s



Errors and omissions excepted. Technical and product specifications subject to change without notice. Email space@gblabs.com for further information.

Where to Buy
A full list of qualified

resellers is available at
www.gblabs.com

VAULT

MIDI-VAULT

MINI-VAULT

4K DUO ONSET

Rapid archiving and backup 
of large amounts of data

LTFS & TAR with HyperWrite 2

LTO archiving and backup

LTFS & TAR with HyperWrite 2

Portable and quiet

Demanding data rates
DIT and on location
Content Creation & Editing
Portable and quiet

Up to four LTO-7 tape drives
1200MB/Sec 

Up to four LTO-6 tape drives
640MB/Sec

LTO-7 tape drive
300MB/Sec 

LTO-6 tape drives
160MB/Sec

LTO-7 tape = 6TB

LTO-6 tape = 2.4TB

Four LTO-7 tapes = 24TB

Four LTO-6 tapes  = 9.6TB

12TB

LTO-7 tape = 6TB

LTO-6 tape = 2.4TB

N/A

Expandable with EX 
to 480TB

Two LTO-7 tapes = 12TB

3.8TB, 7.6TB, 15TB & 30TB

Pro-Res 4.2.2 - 120 streams
Uncomp. HD - 9 streams
2K DPX - 6 streams
4K DPX - 2 streams
1500MB/sec

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE CAPACITIES MAX. UNIT 
CAPACITY

FUNCTIONALITY

Contact Us
GB LABS Ltd
Unit 1 Orpheus House,
Calleva Park, Aldermaston
Reading, Berkshire
England. RG7 8TA
Tel: 
Email:
Web:

+44 (0)118 455 5000
space@gblabs.com
www.gblabs.com

Content Creation, editing 
and replication. 

LTO archiving and backup

LTFS & TAR with HyperWrite 2

16TB, 24TB, 32TB, 48TB, 
64TB & 80TB

LTO-7 tape = 6TB

LTO-6 tape = 2.4TB

N/A

800MB/Sec
XDCam 50 - 28 streams
Pro-Res 4.2.2 - 22 streams
Uncomp. HD - 3 streams


